
GOOGLE ADS 
EXTENSION 
OPTIMIZATION



Google’s text ads have a long history of changing. With changes 
to character count, headline breaks, number of description lines, 
and more, keeping on top of these changes can be difficult. 
With the addition of ad extensions, and the expansion of the 
types of ad extensions available, it can often be overwhelming to 
know what’s available or even relevant to you. 

Today, ad extensions are becoming essential to maintain high 
ranking ads that outperform the competition. Ad extensions are 
an easy way to make your ads more engaging, which in turn can 
increase click-through rate, lower your cost-per-click, and drive 
more qualified traffic to your website.

This ebook is a straightforward guide to walk you through
some of the ad extensions currently available to advertisers and 
to show you how you can leverage them for your own success.
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WHAT ARE AD 
EXTENSIONS? 

Text ads have come a long way in the past few years and with the continued roll out 

of ad extensions, there is no longer a “standard” format in which your ads will display. 

Which Google ad extensions you use, and which ones Google selects to display at any 

time, can greatly change how your ads appear in the search results. For example, 

here are two ads that were shown for a search for “cayman real estate”:
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Even if it didn’t have a spelling error in the headline, the second ad is less compelling 

than the first. While they both have headlines relevant to the search query, the first 

ad is using ad extensions to make the ad more robust with additional information 

such as the address and links to other popular pages on the website.  

Smart advertisers are taking advantage of the fact that Google is letting them 

provide more information in their ads and Google often rewards them in kind with 

better rankings. 

Take a look at this set of four text ads. The first two are using three different ad 

extensions, the third is using one, and the ad ranking fourth is not using any ad 

extensions. While there are many factors that go into selecting ad rank, clearly there 

is some preference for ads that are using ad extensions over ads that are not. 
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USING AD EXTENSIONS CAN INCREASE AD 
PLACEMENT

Google determines your ad position based on what they determine your Ad Rank to 

be for that keyword. Ad Rank is calculated using your bid amount, your Quality Score 

(expected click-through-rate, ad relevance, and landing page experience), as well as 

the expected impact of extensions and other ad formats.1 Ad extensions have been 

shown to increase the CTR which is an important part of your Quality Score 

calculation. If you have a good Quality Score, leading to a good Ad Rank, you can 

potentially outrank a competitor even if they have a higher maximum bid than you. 

This fantastic graphic from WordStream gives a visual example of what this means:

1.https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/
1752122?hl=en
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Advertisers with a strong Quality Score are going to have a strong Ad Rank, even if 

they don’t have the best budget. Paying less to rank higher is the goal of every 

advertiser and ad extensions are a way to make that happen!



TYPES OF AD 
EXTENSIONS
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Google ad extensions change frequently and vary by advertiser and 

location. Here are the ad extensions that we will exploring in the next 

sections:

● Sitelink Extensions

● Callout Extensions

● Structured Snippet Extensions

● Call Extensions

● Message Extensions

● Location Extensions

● Affiliate Location Extensions

● Price Extensions

● App Extensions

● Seller Ratings Extensions

● Automated Ad Extensions



SITELINK EXTENSIONS

Sitelink Extensions allow you to direct potential visitors to a page other than the one 

that your ad is pointing to. This is great for visitors because they might want to jump 

directly to your contact page, a free trial page or another page of your site and being 

able to do so from the ad can save them time. 

Streamlining the user experience to let people get from point A to B quicker 

increases the odds of them finding what they want, which can increase your 

conversion rates. 
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To identify which pages you should be including in your sitelinks, take a look at your 

analytics. Your top viewed pages are a great indicator of which sitelinks might be a 

good fit. If you have organic sitelink snippets showing in the search results, those 

might be good to leverage in your ads as well. 



And if you have some specific high-converting pages that 

you want visitors to come to, those are a great 

consideration for sitelinks to include.

When adding sitelink extensions you can add them at the 

Account level, Campaign level, or the Ad Group level. 
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While some sitelinks, like your Contact page or Sale page, 

might be relevant to all potential visitors, it’s a good idea to 

customize these sitelinks at the Ad Group level.

Take a close look at each of your ad groups and consider if 

there are any other specific pages that are relevant to your 

target market that you might want to highlight here. 



CALLOUT EXTENSIONS

Callout Extensions are used to highlight your value ad. This is where you provide the 

reasons why someone would want to select you instead of one of your competitors.

Do you offer free shipping? Easy returns? A trial period? This is where you want to 

include those special differentiators.

Callouts look similar to sitelinks in the fact that they are short and grouped together, 

but they do not link to anything. They can be set at the Account, Campaign or Ad 

Group level so you can make them pretty specific to the ads that are showing and 

keywords that are triggering them. 
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Pro tip: Schedule Your Callouts! Do you have a promotion running? Special holiday 

bonus? A daily happy hour deal? Schedule your callouts so they only appear on 

certain days or certain times:



STRUCTURED SNIPPETS EXTENSIONS

For certain advertisers, structured snippet extensions are an option to help 

differentiate from the competition. These snippets highlight specific aspects of your 

products and services and appear underneath your ad text. They feature a header 
(such as “Types” or “Destinations”) along with  a description, and can be identified by 

a  colon.  

Your ad can show up to two snippet headers and their descriptions at a time. You can 

add as many relevant snippet options to your campaign as you want and Google will 

use an algorithm to decide which ones to show.  
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Structured snippets can at first appear like a more 

structured callout, so Google made an image to clarify the 

differences:
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What’s the Difference Between a Callout 
and a Snippet?



CALL EXTENSIONS

Using Call Extensions allow you to show your phone number in your ad. This reduces 

a step for people who may have been looking for your contact information and is also 

a quick way for a potential lead to get in touch with you instead of a competitor.

For desktop users, your call extension will show next to the display URL in your ad: 
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For mobile users the call extension will show your phone number along with the 

option to click-to-call.



When setting up your call extensions, you should also 

consider if you want the call extension to show all the time. 

If you’re a realtor with voicemail, having someone call you 

when you’re not available can be OK. If you’re a restaurant 

advertising pizza delivery, you likely don’t want your ads or 

your calls to be showing when you’re not around to make or 

deliver pizza. To manage this you’ll want to toggle the 

“Advanced” options and set up date/time scheduling for 

your call extensions.
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If someone clicks-to-call, you will be charged as if it was a 

regular ad click and if you enable Call Reporting for your 

call extensions, your calls will show up as a conversion in 

your reports too.



MESSAGE EXTENSIONS

Message Extensions are similar to Call Extensions, but rather than calling you,  they 

allow mobile devices to send a text message to your business, directly from your ad. 

If someone clicks on the message extension it will open up a text dialog with the 

number you specified with pre-populated text.
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While you can use the same message extension across the 

site, it can be helpful to create unique message extensions 

for each of your ad groups. That way you can customize the 

pre-populated message text to give you more information. 

If you’re a web development company with ad groups 

targeting BigCommerce, 3dcart and WordPress 

development, you would  want to change your 

pre-populated message so that the text you receive 

identified which platform the potential lead is using. 

As with call extensions, you can set up your messaging 

extensions to only show on certain days or at certain times. 
This can be useful if you don’t want to receive texts at 2am 

or on the weekend, but it can also be useful if you want to 

schedule the text messages to go to different people on 

different days.
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LOCATION EXTENSIONS

Leveraging location extensions in Google Ads  is vital if you have a physical location. 

It is estimated that 46% of Google searches are local searches, and there is a 75% 

chance  that someone will visit  a business in-person  within a day of  searching for it.

Anyone can click on your location extension, which will open Google Maps with the 

business location marked. 
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Clicking on the location extension on mobile will often take 

you to the Google My Business page, which also provides 

information on business hours, ratings, other locations, and 

can show photos of the business. Clicking on the map will let 

you get directions and can show your position in relation to 

the business.

It is strongly recommended that you link your Google My 

Business page to your locations extension, since this will 

likely give you the boost of including your Google Rating and 

Reviews as automated ad extensions. 



AFFILIATE LOCATIONS EXTENSIONS

Let’s say you are a brand or manufacturer and are not directly selling your products 

to the end consumer. How do you advertise and still encourage the sale?  The affiliate 

locations extension is here to fill that gap. 

Affiliate location extensions are similar to location extensions, except that they show 

your affiliate’s location. The searcher who triggered the ad will see the nearest store 

to them either as an address or on the map. As with any map result they can then get 

directions or find out what is near that location. 
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PRICE EXTENSIONS

Price extensions are a great way for businesses to highlight their products or 

services and to include eye-catching price points in their ads. Price extensions are 

almost a hybrid of a sitelink extension + callout extension + structured snippet 

extension. With price extensions, you get to deep-link to select product or service 
pages AND highlight the value add, AND highlight standard service categories.
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If you are a cost leader, incorporating your prices in your ads 

can lead to a great increase in CTR. Price extensions are also 

useful to highlight additional products and services related 

to the one the searcher was looking for and may also be 

interested in. 

You can get granular with your price extensions and set 

them up at the campaign level as well as the ad group level. 

Campaign level price extensions highlight your general 

services. Ad group level price extensions might be more 

specific, such as including different types of cut, color, or 

hair treatment options for searches relating to Women’s 

haircuts. 

It is recommended that you review your price extensions on 

a regular basis. If your price extensions don’t align with the 

prices on your site, your price extensions will get 

disapproved and will stop showing. 



APP EXTENSIONS

If you have an app, you can highlight it in your text ads using the app extension. 

Highlighting your app in the search results can be incredibly helpful for app 

downloads, but it can also be helpful to ensure that you are effectively cornering the 

market in your service offering. 

If you search,  “cheap hotels” you might come across a  text ad like this one for 

Expedia, which  is leveraging the app extension. By providing the quick link to their 

app, Expedia is positioning themselves to capture the entire buyer’s journey on their 

app, instead of letting you bounce from site to site to site to make your  decisions.
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Once you have that app on your phone,  

you are probably going to be more likely 

to pop back into it for follow-up research 

or to book future trips. 

Bringing someone into your app at the 

top of their buyer’s journey, keeping them 

through to conversion, then having 

follow-up sales is a marketer’s best case 

scenario. Providing an app extension 

opens the door for this opportunity, and  

takes a bit more of the market share away 

from your competitors. 



SELLER RATINGS EXTENSIONS

Seller ratings extensions shows a rating (out of 5 stars), along with how many reviews 

the business has received.

Highlighting reviews in your Googleds ads is a great way to differentiate yourself 

from the competition and to help encourage a click-through on your ads. 

With the seller ratings extensions, you can share positive write-ups, awards, or 3rd 

party rankings of your company, products or services. These reviews must be 

published on a 3rd party site and you must be able to link to that page. 
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A click on your review link in your ad does not go directly to 

your site, it clicks through to the 3rd party website that has 

the review. You are not charged when someone clicks on 

that review link. While you may be thinking “why would I 

want to send traffic to another site?” you’re missing the end 

goal; that visitor is going to end up coming back to the 

search results and your ad is now 10% more likely to get the 

click-through. 

Some best practices for review extensions:

● Use reviews that are less than one year old

● Use reviews from publications, not individuals

● Do not repeat your business name in the review

● Make sure you have permission to use the review in 

your ad.



AUTOMATED AD EXTENSIONS

While all of the aforementioned ad extensions are ones that you can go in and add 

yourself, there are several that Google will add for you automatically. Seller ratings, 

consumer ratings, dynamic sitelink extensions and dynamic structured snippets are 

just a few that  Google provides reporting on. Check your automated extensions 

report regularly to see what extensions Google is (or isn’t) appending to your search 

ads.

You also have the option to turn off automated ads if you find they aren’t suiting your 

needs. 
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Google Ads can be an incredibly fierce and competitive 
market. Ensuring you do everything you can to increase your 
visibility and ad engagement will be the key to maintaining 
Google Ads as a viable advertising medium. For many 
advertisers, ad extensions are the key to achieving that.  

Even if your competition has higher bids or a higher budget 
than you, you can still win a higher position at a lower price by 
using highly relevant keywords, having great landing pages 
and leveraging the ad extensions that are going to increase 
your ad engagement. Check your reports to see what is 
working and what isn’t, then keep optimizing!

This eBook was produced by Meticulosity. Meticulosity provides web design, inbound marketing, and ecommerce 
development services to some of the world’s biggest brands. Visit us at www.meticulosity.com to learn more.
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